As supercomputers approach exascale performance, the increased number of processors translates to an increased demand on the underlying network interconnect. The slim fly network topology, a new low-diameter, low-latency, and low-cost interconnection network, is gaining interest as one possible solution for nextgeneration supercomputing interconnect systems. In this article, we present a high-fidelity slim fly packetlevel model leveraging the Rensselaer Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) and Co-Design of Exascale Storage (CODES) frameworks. We validate the model with published work before scaling the network size up to an unprecedented 1 million compute nodes and confirming that the slim fly observes peak network throughput at extreme scale. In addition to synthetic workloads, we evaluate large-scale slim fly models with real communication workloads from applications in the Design Forward program with over 110,000 MPI processes. We show strong scaling of the slim fly model on an Intel cluster achieving a peak network packet transfer rate of 2.3 million packets per second and processing over 7 billion discrete events using 128 MPI tasks. Enabled by the strong performance capabilities of the model, we perform a detailed application trace and routing protocol performance study. Through analysis of metrics such as packet latency, hop count, and congestion, we find that the slim fly network is able to leverage simple minimal routing and achieve the same performance as more complex adaptive routing for tested DOE benchmark applications. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
INTRODUCTION
Performance of interconnection networks is integral to large-scale computing systems. Current HPC configurations have thousands of compute nodes; for example, the Mira Blue Gene/Q system at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has 49,152 compute nodes (Papka et al. 2015) . Some of the future pre-exascale machines, such as Aurora to be deployed at ANL, will have over 50,000 compute nodes (Intel 2015) . The successful implementation and deployment of such large-scale HPC systems relies heavily on the ability of the interconnection network to transfer data efficiently. There is a tradeoff of latency, cost, and diameter among the potential network topologies that currently exist. One topology that meets all three metrics is slim fly, as proposed by Besta and Hoefler (2014) . High bandwidth, low latency, low cost, and a low network diameter are all properties of the slim fly network that make it a solid option as an interconnection network for large-scale computing systems.
In this article, we present a highly efficient and detailed model of the slim fly network topology using massively parallel discrete event simulation. Validating against a slim fly simulator published by Kathareios et al. (2015) , our slim fly model is capable of performing minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing under uniform random and worst-case traffic workloads. This revised version of the conference report presented in ACM SIGSIM PADS 2016 (Wolfe et al. 2016 ) extends on the model's synthetic workload capabilities to also replay trace workloads, allowing performance evaluations under real application communication. The model leverages optimistic event scheduling capabilities via reverse computation and has been shown to achieve 2.3 million simulated network packets per second while maintaining 99% optimistic discrete event scheduling efficiency. This level of performance establishes the slim fly model as a useful tool that gives network designers the capability to analyze different design options of a slim fly topology.
The features presented in the 2016 ACM SIGSIM PADS conference publication are as follows:
-A Rensselaer Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) parallel discrete event slim fly network model can simulate large-scale slim fly networks at a detailed fidelity and provide insight into network behavior for synthetic workloads. The slim fly model is also shown to be in close agreement with the Kathareios et al. slim fly network simulator (Kathareios et al. 2015) . -This article also models the largest discrete event slim fly network to date at just over 1 million compute nodes and crossing the 7 billion committed events mark. -We show that optimistic event scheduling is up to 65 times faster than conservative methods for large ROSS network models with well-balanced workloads.
Extending the work of the ACM SIGSIM PADS publication, we provide the following additional novel contributions in this article:
-We evaluate real application performance of the slim fly network by running three real application workloads including one of the largest available application traces as part of the Design Forward program (Department of Energy 2012), at 110,592 processes, on a 74K compute node network. Additionally, we quantify the network performance tradeoffs for minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing protocols. -We show that the slim fly network performs well under minimal routing for DOE application workloads, demonstrating that the slim fly topology may not need complex adaptive routing protocols for practical HPC workloads. -We perform a detailed memory consumption analysis of the slim fly model as well as a timing comparison with real-time execution.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the frameworks and libraries used to develop and evaluate the slim fly network model. Section 3 provides the network simulation design in terms of topology, routing algorithms, and flow control. We also describe the details of the discrete event simulation implementation. Section 4 describes the base configurations, simulation parameters, and collected performance metrics used to validate and evaluate the network model. Section 5 presents the validation experiments. Section 6 discusses the results from the network and discrete event simulation performance tests. Section 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 summarizes our conclusions and briefly discusses future work.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the CODES and ROSS simulation frameworks used to construct the slim fly network model. We also describe the application communication workloads used to evaluate the slim fly network.
ROSS
Capturing performance measurements of extreme-scale networks having hundreds of thousands of network links, endpoints, and application processes requires an approach capable of decomposing a large problem domain. One such method, used in this article, is parallel discrete event simulation (PDES). PDES decomposes the problem into distinct components called logical processes (LPs), each with its own maintained state. These LPs model the specific computing components in the simulation such as routers, nodes, and workload processes. LPs interact and represent the system dynamics by passing timestamped event messages to one another. These LPs are mapped to physical MPI rank processing elements (PEs), which compute their corresponding LPs' events in timestamped order.
The Rensselaer Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) provides the PDES platform with support for both conservative and optimistic parallel execution (Carothers et al. 2002) . Conservative execution uses the YAWNS protocol (Nicol 1993) to keep all LPs from computing events out of order. The optimistic event scheduler allows each LP to keep its own local time and therefore compute events out of order with respect to other LPs. Optimistic event scheduling enables highly scalable simulations and has demonstrated super-linear speedup capable of processing 500 billion events per second with over 250 million LPs on 120 racks of the Sequoia supercomputer at LLNL (Barnes et al. 2013) . The speedup associated with optimistic execution comes at the cost of out-of-order event execution, which is handled by reverse computation (Carothers et al. 1999) . When a temporal anomaly occurs and an event is processed out of timestamp order, all events must be incrementally rolled back to restore the state of the LP to just before the incorrect event occurred.
The rollback process uses a reverse event handler to undo the events. The reverse handlers for the model must be provided by the model programmers. The reverse event handler is a negation of the forward event handler performing inverse operations on all state-changing actions. For example, in the slim fly model using nonminimal routing, when a message packet arrives at its first router from a node, that router LP performs forward operations in the router-receive forward event handler. The router LP (1) increments the number of received packets, (2) sends a credit event to the sending node LP, (3) computes the next destination by sampling a random number for the random intermediate destination, and (4) creates a new router-send event to relay the packet to the next hop router LP. The reverse event handler needs to undo these changes to the router state by (1) decrementing the received packets state variable, (2) sending an antimessage to the sending node to reverse the credit sent, (3) unrolling the random number generator by one, and (4) creating an antimessage (a message indicating an event was issued out of timestamp order and needs to be rolled back in optimistic execution) to cancel the router-send event.
CODES
We implemented the slim fly network model within the CO-Design of multilayer Exascale Storage and data-intensive systems (CODES) framework. Built on top of ROSS, CODES can be used to simulate storage (Snyder et al. 2015a ) and HPC network systems and help to facilitate the use of HPC network workloads and simulating network communication in the context of discrete event simulations. CODES also provides a range of network models including dragonfly (Mubarak et al. 2012) , torus (Mubarak et al. 2014) , fat-tree (Wolfe et al. 2017) , and analytical LogGP (Alexandrov et al. 1995) . CODES also supports a variety of network and I/O workloads that can drive these high-fidelity models Snyder et al. 2015b) . Network workloads can be either synthetic traffic injection or application communication traces collected using the DUMPI MPI tracing tool as part of the structural simulation toolkit (Rodrigues et al. 2011) . For this article, we focus on DUMPI application communication traces from the Design Forward program (Department of Energy 2012).
DUMPI
DUMPI traces provide detailed information on the type of MPI point-to-point and collective operations executed by the application. CODES' MPI simulation layer ingests these operations and replays them on the network models. This layer acts as a bridge between the network workload and interconnect model, and is responsible for maintaining the correct causality order between messages/events of the trace . The traces in this article are run with compute times disabled. In this case, the collected compute times within each trace are ignored and messages are sent without observing any corresponding compute delay.
We use CODES to evaluate network performance of multiple slim fly configurations by replaying communication patterns of applications of interest available as part of the Design Forward program (Department of Energy 2012). The communication traces of the Design Forward program represent a variety of communication patterns, intensities, and application scales. We focus on the following two Design Forward traces for the evaluations discussed in Section 6:
Crystal Router application trace: Crystal Router mimics the many-to-many communication pattern of the highly scalable Nek5000 spectral element code developed at ANL (Shin et al. 2010) . The MPI ranks in Crystal Router perform large data transfers in the form of an n-dimensional hypercube. In this article, we use the trace for 1,000 MPI ranks, which shows an overall communicating time of 68.5% of the application's runtime.
Multigrid application trace: Geometric Multigrid is a miniapp that implements a single production cycle of the linear solver used in BoxLib (Department of Energy 2015), an adaptive mesh refinement code. Multigrid processes communicate along the diagonals, which results in manyto-many communication. The two Multigrid communication traces used in this article have been executed on 10,648 and 110,592 MPI ranks with roughly 5% and 4% of runtime spent in MPI communication, respectively.
SLIM FLY NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we describe the simulation design of the slim fly topology as well as its implementation in the form of a discrete event simulation.
Slim Fly Topology
Introduced by Besta and Hoefler (2014) , the slim fly consists of groups of routers with direct connections to other routers in the network, similar in nature to the dragonfly interconnect topology. Each router has a degree of local connectivity to other routers in its local group and a global degree of connectivity to routers in other groups. Unlike the dragonfly topology, however, the slim fly does not have fully connected router groups. Within each group, each router has only a subset of intragroup connections governed by one of two specific equations based on the router's subgraph membership. Furthermore, all router groups are split into two subgraphs. Each router possesses global intergroup connections only to routers within the opposite subgraph, forming a bipartite graph between the two subgraphs. These global connections are constructed according to a third equation (Besta and Hoefler 2014) .
An important feature of the slim fly topology is that its graphs are constructed to guarantee a given maximum network diameter. Network diameter describes the maximum shortest path length between all routers in the network. Decreasing a network's diameter shortens the path length (i.e., number of hops), resulting in packets that experience less router and link latency. One example set of graphs, which we use in this article to construct router connections, is the collection of diameter 2 graphs introduced by McKay et al. (1998) , called MMS graphs. MMS graphs guarantee a maximum of two hops, and because they approach the Moore bound (Miller and Siran 2005) , these graphs constitute some of the largest possible graphs that maintain full network bandwidth while maintaining a network diameter of 2. Note, the MMS graphs are used to construct the slim fly router network layer. When the compute nodes are included, the system diameter becomes 4 with the addition of hops into and out of the network from compute nodes. The two-hop property holds true while scaling to larger graphs because the router radix grows as well. For example, the 338 routers used to construct a 3K compute node slim fly system require a radix of 28, while a much larger 1M compute node system needs 53,138 routers with radix 367. Further configuration details are provided in Section 4.1. Hafner (2004) and summarized and applied to the slim fly topology in Besta and Hoefler (2014) , we developed a separate application to create the nontrivial MMS network topology graphs that govern the interconnection layout of nodes and routers in slim fly networks. The process requires (1) finding a prime power q = 4w + δ that yields a desired total number of routers N r = 2q 2 ; (2) constructing the Galois field and the primitive element ξ that generates the Galois field; (3) using ξ , computing generator sets X and X (Hafner 2004), and using them in conjunction with Equations (1) through (3) to construct the interconnection of routers; and (4) connecting compute nodes to routers. It's important to note the importance of the variable q as it indicates the number of routers per group and the number of global connections. (3) An example MMS graph is provided in Figure 1 . As shown, all routers have three coordinates (s, x, y) indicating the location of the router in the network. The s ∈ {0, 1} coordinate indicates the subgraph, while the x ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} and y ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} coordinates indicate the router's group and position within the group, respectively. Following the coordinate system, Equation (1) is used to compute the intragroup connections for all groups of subgraph 0 shown in Figure 1 . Equation (2) performs the same computation for all groups in subgraph 1, shown in red. Equation (3) determines the connections between the two subgraphs, shown in blue. For simplicity, Equation (3) connections are displayed only for router(1, 0, 0).
Slim Fly MMS Graph Construction. Following the methods derived in

Routing Algorithms
Our slim fly model currently supports three routing algorithms for studying network performance: minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing.
Minimal Routing.
The minimal, or direct, routing algorithm routes all network packets from source router to destination router using a maximum of two hops (property of MMS graphs guarantees router graph diameter of 2). If the source router and destination router are directly connected, then the minimal path consists of only one hop between routers. If the source compute node is connected to the same router as the destination compute node, then there are zero hops between routers. In the third case, an intermediate router must exist that shares a connection to both the source and destination router so the packet traverses a maximum of two hops between the source and destination routers. The above numbers are all computed taking into account only the router interconnection network and not the connections to compute nodes. If we include the hops from source compute node to source router and from destination router to destination compute node, then the minimum and maximum number of hops a packet can take under minimal routing is two and four, respectively.
Nonminimal Routing.
Nonminimal routing for the slim fly topology follows the traditional Valiant randomized routing algorithm (Valiant 1982) . This approach selects a random intermediate router that is different from the source or destination router and routes minimally from source router to the randomly selected intermediate router. The packet is then routed minimally again from the intermediate router to the destination router. The number of hops traversed within the router network with nonminimal routing is double that of minimal routing. In the optimal case when all three routers (source, intermediate, destination) are directly connected, the path is two router hops. In the worst-case scenario, each minimal path to and from the intermediate router can have two router hops, bringing the maximum number of possible hops within the router network to four. Including the hops from the source node in the router network and the hop from the network to the destination compute node results in minimum and maximum hop counts of four and six, respectively.
Adaptive Routing.
Adaptive routing mixes both minimal and nonminimal approaches by adaptively selecting between the minimal path and several valiant paths. To make direct comparisons for validating our model, we follow a slightly modified version of the Universal Globally Adaptive Load-Balanced (UGAL) algorithm (Wang 1996) shown in Kathareios et al. (2015) . After a packet reaches the first router, the minimal path and several nonminimal paths (n I ) are generated and their corresponding path lengths L M and L i I , i ∈ 1, 2, . . . n I are computed. Next, we compute the penalty c = L i I /L M * c S F , where c S F is a constant chosen to balance the ratio between minimal and nonminimal paths. Next, the final cost of each nonminimal route C i I = c * q i I is computed, where q i I is the occupancy of the first router's output port corresponding to the path of route i. The cost of the minimal path is simply the occupancy of the first router's port along the path q M . Then, the route with the lowest cost is selected, and the packet is routed accordingly. With this method, each packet has a chance of getting routed between source and destination routers with anywhere from one to four hops. The minimum and maximum hop counts between any two compute nodes are two and six hops, respectively.
Synthetic Traffic Workloads
To accurately simulate and analyze the network communication using a slim fly interconnection topology, we implemented two synthetic traffic workloads. The first workload is the uniform random (UR) traffic pattern that selects a random destination compute node anywhere in the network that is different from the source and destination computes nodes. The second workload is a worstcase (WC) traffic pattern that simulates an application that is communicating in a manner that fully saturates links in the network and thus creates a bottleneck for minimal routing (Kathareios et al. 2015) . In this workload, each compute node connected to a router, R1, will communicate to a node connected to a paired router that is the maximum two hops away. Another pair of routers that share the same middle link with the previous pair of routers will be established to fully saturate that central link. As shown in the example in Figure 2 , all compute nodes connected to R1 communicate with nodes connected to R3 along the blue path. Also, the reverse communication is true, because all nodes connected to R3 communicate with nodes connected to R1 along the red path. The router pair R2 and R4 are set up in the same manner communicating along the gray and green paths, respectively. With p being the number of compute nodes connected to a router, this setup of network communication puts a worst-case burden on the link between routers 2 and 3. In this case, 4p nodes are creating 2p data flows. As a result, congestion quickly builds up for all nodes in the system and limits maximum throughput to 1/2p.
The rate at which each synthetic workload process generates and injects messages into the network is governed by an input load variable. The load variable is in the form of a percentage ranging from 0 to 100 and dictates the desired percentage of link speed to inject the packets. Knowing load, each simulated synthetic workload process repeatedly generates synthetic messages of size msд_size to be injected into the network at time send_time. The send_time is calculated following Equation (4). The result of the quotient is the exact time in nanoseconds that a message of size msд_size needs to be sent to achieve a constant link utilization of load * link_bandwidth. The Rand_Exp(x ) function provides a slight deviation from the exact timing by returning an exponentially distributed random number with mean x. send_time = last_send_time + Rand_Exp msд_size load * link_bandwidth (4)
Flow Control
To control network congestion, flow control methods are implemented at two different levels. Within the slim fly network model, credit-based flow control is utilized. Each compute node and router maintains a buffer space to store packets needing to be injected into the network. When a credit is received, indicating that the requested link is available for transmission, a packet in the corresponding link buffer is transmitted. At the model-net layer, we utilize an additional FIFO queue for flow control, which represents the queuing of MPI and many higher-layer protocols.
Deadlock Avoidance Using Virtual Channels
Deadlock avoidance is obtained in our slim fly model with the use of virtual channels (Dally 1992) . Following the approach in Besta and Hoefler (2014) , we discretize our selection of virtual channels to the number of hops a message packet has taken. In other words, for every hop i that a message packet takes, when leaving a router, that packet uses the ith virtual channel. Packets that take a local route from the router and have only one hop will always use VC0. Packets that take a global path from the router (assuming minimal routing) will use VC0 for the first hop and then VC1 for the second hop. Thus, two VCs are needed for minimal routing. In the case of nonminimal and adaptive routing, the number of virtual channels used is four, because the maximum possible number of hops within the network of routers is four. Credit messages are also transmitted to the sender using the same virtual channel used in the forward direction.
Discrete Event Simulation
Using the CODES simulation framework, dedicated MPI workload LPs (representing MPI processes allocated to compute nodes) generate and receive messages. In the case of synthetic workloads, the MPI LPs generate messages of a preset size at a rate determined by the input load variable, as described in Section 3.3. For application trace workloads, the MPI operations are read from file and placed in a queue allowing MPI LP processes to generate and replay the corresponding messages on the network. Messages generated by MPI workload LPs are then sent to their corresponding attached compute node LPs for injection into the network ).
In our slim fly model, each LP represents one router, compute node, or simulated MPI workload process in the network. Each timestamped event represents either a network packet transferring through the network or a message from an MPI workload process needing to be broken down into packets. Figure 3 shows the general structure and event-driven procedure for the slim fly network simulation. In this figure, we are running the simulation on two physical cores with 1 MPI rank per core, resulting in two PEs. The LPs are distributed equally among the two PEs. Events/messages, represented by the arrows between LPs, are transferred between the LPs. For simplicity, only the LPs involved in the example are illustrated.
Upon receiving a message event, the compute node LP decomposes the message into packets and extracts the message destination. The compute node LP computes the next hop and corresponding output port for each packet using the selected routing algorithm. Prior to sending a packet, the sending node LP checks the occupancy of the selected port and virtual channel. If space exists, the packet is allocated, and a receive event is scheduled on the destination router with a time delay. This time delay incorporates the bandwidth and latency of the corresponding network link. If the buffer is full, the node LP follows credit-based flow control and must wait for a credit from the destination router to open up a space on the corresponding link.
In order to accurately analyze the slim fly network, various parameters and statistics are collected and stored in both the LPs and the event messages. These statistics include start and end times of packets on the network, average hops traversed by the packets, and the port occupancy of all routers.
Once a packet arrives at the router LP, a credit event is sent back to the sending LP to free up space in the sending LP's output buffer. The LP then extracts the destination node ID. The router LP determines the next hop and corresponding output port, once again using the routing algorithm specified. The router also follows the same credit-based flow control scheme as the compute node LP.
After the packet reaches its destination node LP, the node waits for all packets belonging to that message to arrive before issuing a message arrival event on the destination workload LP. At this point, we can collect the statistics stored in the messages, for example, packet latency and number of hops traversed.
SIMULATION OVERVIEW
In this section, we discuss the various parameters and network configurations tested in the later verification and evaluation sections (Sections 5 and 6). We describe three different large-scale slim fly network configurations, of which two resemble approximate scales of near-future HPC systems. We also discuss the metrics we collect throughout the simulations to quantify and compare network performance.
Slim Fly Model Configurations
It's important for a network simulator to provide the capability to model a wide range of network sizes in order to keep up with ever-changing node counts for HPC systems. We test this capability in the CODES slim fly model by constructing and simulating networks from 3K to 1M compute nodes.
3K-Node Slim Fly
Model. This configuration yields a total number of compute nodes that is similar to the number of nodes in the future Summit supercomputer to be housed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (NVIDIA 2014). Using 338 routers, each with a radix of k = 28 and nine compute node connections, results in a network size of 3,042 nodes. Summit is expected to have 3,400 nodes. This network will have the following configuration:
74K-Node Slim Fly Model.
In this section, we describe a slim fly model at the scale of Aurora, the future supercomputer to be deployed at Argonne National Laboratory. Aurora is stated to have more than 50,000 nodes, which is significantly larger than Summit (Intel 2015) . Assuming that the Knights Hill version of the Intel Xeon Phi, which will be the compute architecture for the system, is released with 3TFLOPs, the future Aurora supercomputer will need to have 60,000 nodes in order to reach the quoted 180PFLOPS of system performance. Constructing a network the size of the future Aurora supercomputing system results in a slim fly topology with the following configuration:
This 73,926-node model is the smallest configuration that can obtain at least 60,000 nodes without exceeding the p = k 2 restriction for obtaining optimal system throughput. It requires 2,738 routers, each with a radix of k = 82.
Million-Node Slim Fly Model.
Continuing to push the boundaries of scalability of such a network model, we scale the slim fly topology over 1 million nodes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest simulated slim fly network model. The million-node slim fly uses the following configuration:
The feasibility of such a large slim fly topology must take into account the requirement of a router/switch containing at least 264 ports. Also, utilizing only 19 node connections per router leaves a significant amount of bandwidth on the network side of the router and provides the ability to scale the system up to 6.4 million nodes with up to p = 122 nodes per router. This number of nodes reaches the desired p = k 2 , where we still achieve full link bandwidth throughout the system (Besta and Hoefler 2014) . Unfortunately, this also raises the necessary router radix k to 367.
SLIM FLY MODEL VALIDATION
In this section, we present a comparison with published slim fly network results by Kathareios et al. (2015) to validate the implementation of our slim fly model. Validation with a real testbed slim fly system is optimal. Unfortunately, we do not currently have access to such a system so we resort to published simulation results. The specifics of the IBM-ETH-SF simulator are not provided, but the authors do mention that it is based on the OMNeT++ simulator, which also employs parallel discrete event simulation (Varga and Hornig 2008) . This IBM-ETH collaborative work presents throughput results for a slim fly network with the 3K-node configuration discussed in Section 4.1.1.
Further network parameters for the verification study include a 100Gbps link bandwidth for all links with a latency of 50ns. The routers utilize virtual channels, a buffer space of 100KB per port (equally divided among the VCs), and a 100ns traversal delay. Flow control is done with the use of credits and messages are 256-byte packets. Simulation time for the IBM-ETH-SF was 200μs with a 20μs warmup. In our simulation, we include the warmup time in the total execution and therefore run the simulation for 220μs. The results include minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing for uniform random and worst-case traffic workloads. Our simulation results in comparison with the IBM-ETH-SF results are presented in Figures 4, 5 , and 6. The metric used for comparison is throughput percentage and is a measure of observed system throughput as a percentage of the aggregate network bandwidth. The calculation of throughput percent is shown in Equation (8), where observed_throuдhput_Gbps is obtained from our slim fly model by performing a sum reduction to get the total number of packets transferred by all compute nodes and then dividing by the product of the total number of compute nodes and the 200μs of simulation time: Figure 4 presents the throughput analysis for the minimal routing algorithm under input loads varying from 10% to 100% link bandwidth. Focusing on the uniform random workload case, our slim fly model closely matches that of the IBM-ETH-SF. As expected, the minimal routing algorithm excels under uniform random workloads. Both simulations show the slim fly network throughput matching the injection load from 10% load to about 95% load, at which point the throughput trails off to roughly 98% throughput at 100% load. The difference between the two simulators is consistently under 1%. In the worst-case workload results, the two results are again a close match within a 2% difference of one another. Both show roughly 5.5% throughput utilization from 10% to 100% load.
Minimal Routing Comparison
Nonminimal Routing Comparison
The results comparing throughput for nonminimal routing are shown in Figure 5 . In this case, the results also compare favorably as both simulators observe less than a 2% difference. Under both uniform random and worst-case traffic routing, the slim fly network achieves a throughput equal to the injection load until 50% load is reached. At this point, the network throughput reaches a bottleneck and maintains just under half-link bandwidth up to 100% injection load. Nonminimal routing underperforms compared with minimal routing for uniform random traffic because the maximum path length of all routes is twice as long at four hops compared with two hops in minimal routing. Therefore, nonminimal routing reaches congestion in UR traffic at roughly 50% load, roughly half the load of minimal routing. However, nonminimal routing outperforms minimal routing in worst-case traffic because of its ability to perform a uniform load balancing of traffic as it selects a random intermediate router along its path.
Adaptive Routing Comparison
The throughput comparison results for the adaptive routing algorithm are shown in Figure 6 . In all cases, we set the number of indirect routes, n i = 3, and balancing constant, c S F = 1, both of which were described in Section 3.2.3. Once again, the observed results for our slim fly model agree with those of the IBM-ETH-SF simulator with no more than 2% difference. In both uniform random and worst-case traffic workloads, the network throughput matches the injection load until 55% load, at which point the worst-case traffic results reach congestion and are limited at 58%. The uniform random traffic results continue with optimal throughput and reach nearly full system throughput at 100% load. Adaptive routing outperforms both minimal and nonminimal routing for worst-case traffic because of its ability to dynamically select between the minimal and nonminimal routes.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To show the full capabilities of our discrete event slim fly model simulator, we tested and analyzed large-scale slim fly model configurations under both synthetic and real application workloads. In addition to the model level network statistics, we present analysis on the low-level discreteevent compute performance as well as strong scaling to emphasize the efficiency of the new slim fly simulator. Following the same simulation parameters as in Section 5, we use 100 Gb/s link bandwidth with a latency of 50 ns. Routers utilize virtual channels, a buffer space of 100 KB per port, and a 100ns traversal delay. Synthetic workload studies use messages consisting of 256 B packets and 220 μs simulation runtimes. Application workloads use varying message sizes with a 4 KB max packet size and 1 ms simulation runtimes. In all the adaptive routing cases, we set the number of indirect routes, n i = 3, and c S F = 1 μs. 
Synthetic Workloads
Following the same approach from Section 5, we tested both the 74 K and 1 M models using all three routing algorithms-minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive-under both uniform random and worstcase traffic workloads. Both throughput utilization for each system and average packet latency are shown in Figure 7 . The results follow the same general trend as was observed for the 3K-node slim fly validation. Minimal routing performs at nearly full bandwidth under uniform random traffic. Simulating worst-case traffic, minimal routing maintains roughly half the throughput achieved with 10% load of uniform random traffic. Nonminimal routing hits congestion at 50% load under both uniform random and worst-case traffic. Again, this is the result of the nonminimal routing algorithm forcing path lengths to be twice as long as minimal routing. Adaptive routing achieves better throughput over minimal and nonminimal routing for worst-case traffic because it has the added benefit of selecting between the minimal or nonminimal route. Unlike the 74K-node slim fly performance, which trails off to a maximum throughput of 8.2GBps, the million-node model achieves a maximum of 8.7GBps. As mentioned before, the million-node configuration has only 19 nodes per router, well below the suggested p = k 2 nodes per router. Therefore, the million-node slim fly model does not experience any congestion under uniform random traffic with minimal routing because there is ample network bandwidth to satisfy the much smaller injection load bandwidth.
Performance Metrics
To analyze the performance of workloads running on the different slim fly configurations, each compute node within the given simulated system collects and aggregates statistics for all of its corresponding MPI ranks. The collected metrics are averaged across all application ranks on each compute node in the system and visualized using cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots in Section 6.3. The following metrics are collected:
Simulation End Time.
The end time of the simulation is the time at which all message transfers within the network workload have been successfully transmitted to their destination. The metric is collected per compute node and indicates the time at which the last packet has been received by an MPI rank on each compute node. 
Network Congestion.
The congestion delay quantifies the amount of time (in microseconds) a network link spends with its buffer space completely filled. Lower is better, indicating less network congestion.
Average Packet Latency.
Average latency describes the average source to destination delay of the packets injected per compute node.
Average Hops.
Average hops collects the average number of links traversed by each packet per compute node. It includes the hop into the network from compute node to router, and the hop out of the network from router to compute node. For minimal routing, the minimum number of hops is two and the max is four. For nonminimal routing, the min and max are four and six, respectively.
CDF plots are chosen because they provide robust analysis for large datasets that have a high variance in data values. Within the CDF figures, each plotted line corresponds to the values for all compute nodes in that given simulation. Each (x, y) coordinate along a plotted line indicates the percentage y of compute nodes that took on a value equal to or less than x. Portions of a line that have a very small slope (horizontal line) indicate that few compute nodes, if any, took on values within the given range of x values. On the other hand, a very high slope (vertical line) indicates that many compute nodes took on similar x values.
Application Workloads
In this study, we investigate the performance of the slim fly network in response to real application workloads. Both Crystal Router and Multigrid application workloads are executed on the 3 Kand 74 K-node slim fly systems while performance metrics including hop count, packet latency, congestion, and simulation end time are collected. The metrics are used to compare the performance of minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing algorithms. Each of the evaluations in this section uses a packet size of 4 KB.
The specific application workloads used in this study are a 1K MPI rank Crystal Router trace as well as 10K and 110K rank Multigrid traces. Crystal Router is a very structured and synchronization heavy workload. MPI processes each communicate with 10 other processes, sending and receiving a total of 4,000 messages at roughly 5 KB each with synchronization after each message transfer. For Multigrid, extrapolation of statistics from application analysis available online for the 1K MPI rank case (Department of Energy 2015) shows that each MPI process in Multigrid communicates with up to 2.2% of the total MPI processes in the simulation. Each one of these communication pairings sends and receives a total of 104 messages varying in size from 8 B to 9.4 KB. One major difference between Multigrid and Crystal router is that Multigrid has much less synchronization, sending large amounts of data in many bursty phases. Figure 8 presents the results for the 1 K MPI rank Crystal Router application running on the 3 K slim fly network under minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing algorithms. The simulated 1 K MPI ranks are contiguously mapped to compute nodes at a ratio of 1:1, leaving 2,042 nodes in the system unallocated and sitting idle. Focusing first on Figure 8 (a), we can see that the 1K Crystal Router trace performs best under minimal routing where it finishes 7.96 ms faster than adaptive for a 3.1% improvement, and 11.2 ms faster than nonminimal routing for a 4.3% improvement. Moving on to average number of hops per packet in Figure 8(b) , we see that minimal routing has a mean average hop count improvement of roughly 47% over nonminimal and adaptive routing protocols.
3K-Node Slim Fly.
Due to the large amount of synchronization and the few messages transferred between each synchronization barrier, the amount of congestion in the network for the Crystal Router application is low regardless of routing algorithm. As shown in Figure 8(d) , minimal routing, which has the highest potential for network congestion, observes an average of only 16.21ns of busy time per link over the length of the simulation and at most 500ns for a few links. The packet latency correlates more closely to the number of hops a packet takes en route to its destination. In the case of adaptive routing, it continually sees traffic on the minimal path option (as the Crystal Router workload only communicates with 10 other processes) and as a result frequently selects one of the four random nonminimal paths. For Crystal Router, taking the shorter number of hops is worth the minimal extra delay due to network congestion.
In summary, slim fly's routing algorithm can be set to minimal as the more complex routing algorithms nonminimal and adaptive do not appear to offer significant performance benefits for the highly synchronized Crystal Router application workload. Adaptive routing is able to mitigate network congestion observed by minimal and nonminimal routing but at the cost of an increased number of average hops per packet. In the case of the Crystal Router application, the path length is most critical to network performance and therefore minimal routing performs best with a 3.1% improvement in simulation end time, with adaptive routing being second best.
74K-Node Slim Fly.
We now present network performance under real application workloads for the 74 K node slim fly model. In this study, we use the 10 K and 110 K MPI rank Multigrid applications as they each contain enough MPI processes to utilize a significant fraction of the 74 Knode network. Again, we test network performance using minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing approaches. All of the 10 K MPI ranks are contiguously mapped to compute nodes at a ratio of 1:1, while the 110 K MPI ranks are mapped at 2:1 because the number of ranks exceeds the number of compute nodes in the system. These configurations respectively leave 86% and 26% of the nodes in the system idle.
Starting with the smaller 10 K MPI rank Multigrid application workload, we observe similar overall performance from all three routing algorithms. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the median, mean, and max end times for all compute nodes are very close between minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing. In fact, the most variance is in the max end time, where adaptive routing provides only 0.1% and 0.02% speedups over minimal and nonminimal, respectively.
Diving deeper into minimal routing, the remaining subfigures in Figure 9 show that minimal routing is able to significantly lower the average packet hop count per compute node and achieve a lower average packet latency than nonminimal and adaptive routing. However, minimal routing suffers from small communication hotspots in the network, which prevents some compute nodes from finishing their message transfers in a timely manner. As seen in Figure 9 (d), roughly 98% of the links in the network have zero congestion, while roughly 0.01% of links observe close to 4,000ns of busy time. Compute nodes using these congested links observe large packet latencies that increase the simulation end time.
In contrast, nonminimal and adaptive routings mitigate network congestion with their ability to distribute packets throughout the network via random intermediate routers. Of course, the improved path diversity comes at the cost of extra hops, resulting in additional transmission and router traversal delays. The key result that gives nonminimal and adaptive routing the benefit over minimal is the much smaller variance in average packet latencies. Network hotspots associated with minimal routing significantly reduce performance for a few compute nodes, while increased hop counts for nonminimal and adaptive provide a smaller consistent delay to all compute nodes. Finally, we have the performance results for the largest application workload, 110 K MPI rank Multigrid, shown in Figure 10 . In this case, the performance trends are similar to the 10 K rank Multigrid application with a few differences relating to the increased number of compute nodes utilized in the system by 110 K Multigrid. Overall adaptive and nonminimal routings perform better than minimal routing. Nonminimal has a 0.2% increase over adaptive with respect to the max compute node end time, while adaptive has a 2.3% increase over nonminimal with respect to the mean compute node end time. Minimal performs 4.2% and 6.7% worse than the nonminimal routing algorithm in terms of max and average end time, respectively.
The main deployment difference between the 10 K and the 110 K MPI rank Multigrid applications is the number of compute nodes utilized in the system. Mapping to more compute nodes increases the number of links injecting packets into the network. Starting with the number of hops in Figure 10 (b), little change is observed between the 10 K and the 110 K applications with respect to minimal and nonminimal routing. However, the curve for adaptive routing shifts to the right, indicating that adaptive is selecting more nonminimal paths for the 110 K trace as the increase in compute node utilization translates to increased network congestion. In response to the increased congestion, adaptive routing issues more nonminimal routes to help distribute the network load and minimize congestion. The same trend is observed in Figures 9(c) and 9(d) as the maximum observed values for packet latency and network congestion grow substantially for the 110 K workload under minimal routing as compared to nonminimal and adaptive. The max value for average packet latency grows by a factor of 4× for minimal, while nonminimal and adaptive increase by only 1.4× and 1.2×, showing the latter's capability to redistribute traffic in response to increased levels of network congestion.
In summary, all three routing algorithms make different tradeoffs in hop count and path diversity that result in similar network performance for the Multigrid workload. Minimal routing maintains a low hop count per packet but creates hotspots in the network, delaying communication for compute nodes. Nonminimal routing eliminates network hotspots at the cost of an increased number of packet hops. Finally, adaptive routing balances between the two to arrive at a marginally optimal middle ground.
The results from both Crystal Router and Multigrid application studies indicate that routing protocols don't significantly influence network performance for the slim fly topology in the case of practical workloads. In these communication workload examples, the slim fly routing algorithm can be set to the simple minimal routing to observe similar performance without added complexity. Clearly, synthetic workloads that are created to exploit weaknesses in the topology and routing algorithms, such as the worst-case workload, will perform poorly in those scenarios, but it's unclear if such communication workloads exist in practice.
Scaling Analysis
The ability to execute a fixed problem on increasing numbers of resources provides the opportunity to accelerate discovery. In this section, we present the strong-scaling performance analysis of the slim fly network model using an Intel Xeon cluster at RPI. The system has 34 nodes, each node consisting of two 4-core Intel Xeon E5-2643 3.3GHz processors and 256GB of RAM. We scale the simulations from 16 processes to 128. Each execution of the 74K-node slim fly model is allocated with 8 MPI ranks per node, while the million-node model is allocated with 4 because its larger memory footprint requires at least four nodes. Finally, all simulations are executed using minimal routing, uniform random traffic, and an injection load of 10%.
Additionally, ROSS uses simulation-specific parameters that can be used to tune the simulation performance by controlling the frequency of global virtual time (GVT) calculation (Carothers et al. 2000) . These parameters are the "batch" and "gvt-interval." The batch size is the number of events the ROSS event scheduler will process before checking for the arrival of remote events (events issued from other MPI ranks) and antimessages (messages indicating an event was issued out of timestamp order and needs to be rolled back in optimistic execution). The GVT interval is the number of times through the main scheduler loop before a GVT computation will be started. The default values "batch=16" and "gvt-interval=16" are used in the optimistic event scheduling simulations and the default lookahead value of 1 is used in the conservative executions.
The scaling performance is evaluated using several measurements that provide insight into how well the slim fly model performs as a large-scale parallel discrete event simulation. The following measurements are collected:
6.4.1 Simulation Runtime. The real time taken to complete the simulation on the cluster.
Packet
Rate. The total number of simulated network packets successfully transferred divided by the runtime of the simulation.
Event Efficiency.
Measured as a percentage, the efficiency provides insight into how much work is being performed in processing the forward events. Instead of using traditional state-saving techniques, ROSS uses reverse event handlers that undo events executed out of order. This technique saves memory by not having to save the state but requires extra compute to unroll the events processed out of order (Barnes et al. 2013 ). The efficiency is computed using Equation (9).
Total Events.
Total events collects the total number of completed events in both the forward and reverse directions. 6.4.6 Slowdown. Slowdown is a measurement indicating how much slower the simulation is compared to the real-world experiment being modeled. For example, a simulation taking 1,000 seconds to simulate 10 seconds of network traffic has a slowdown of 100.
As shown in Figure 11 , utilizing optimistic event scheduling results in solid compute performance speedups for both the slim fly million-node model and the 74K-node model. The largest packet rate is achieved running the 74K-node slim fly model on 128 MPI ranks, executing 2.3 million network packets per second, and processing 543 million discrete events. Not far behind, the million-node model achieves a rate of 1.9 million simulated packets per second processing 7 billion events. Additionally, with an 8× increase in compute performance, the 74K-node and 1M-node models achieve 6.1× and 8.3× improvements respectively in runtime. Compared with sequential execution on only one node, optimistic execution achieves a 12× improvement with 16 nodes. Conservative, on the other hand, achieves only a 1.7× speedup for the 1M-node model and actually gets worse for the 74K-node model at 0.85× speedup.
The super-linear speedup of the optimistic 1M-node model is a result of memory consumption during the 16-rank execution. As can be seen in Figure 12 (a), at 16 ranks the 1M-node model consumes 1,001GB of memory. Taking into account memory used by the operating system and other resident background tasks, the 1,024GB of total available memory provided from the four nodes is closely maximized. Increasing the number of nodes in the simulation provides relief from the memory pressure. Specifically, going from 16 ranks on four nodes to 32 ranks on eight nodes, we see a super-linear 2.2× improvement in runtime with only a 3% increase in memory footprint for the 1M-node model. Ignoring the speedup due to the memory footprint, we can calculate the speedup using 128 nodes from the 32-rank case to be 3.75×.
A direct cause for the strong compute scaling results for optimistic event scheduling is the uniform random workload. The workload optimally distributes the simulated network packets across the network, resulting in a balanced workload across all MPI ranks. This balanced workload helps reduce the chances of one or more of the MPI ranks getting ahead of others in virtual time, executing events out of order, and requiring costly rollbacks. Furthermore, the mapping of 7 billion events to 128 MPI processes translates to each process staying saturated with events and leads to an event efficiency above 99%. Running the smaller 74K-node slim fly configuration on as many processes leads to a drop in event efficiency because of less available work. At 128 MPI processes, the smaller 74K-node slim fly model has a 3% lower event efficiency than does the million-node model but manages to execute packets at a 20% faster packet rate. The smaller number of packets per PE in the 74K-node model translates to less overhead reordering discrete events to maintain timestamp order but also translates to less work mapped per PE, and as a result, only achieves a 6.8× increase in performance at 128 MPI processes with an 8× increase in compute.
The last measurement analyzed is the slowdown of the simulation model, shown in Figure 12 (b). Slowdown indicates how far away the simulation runtime is from executing workloads in real time. In the context of our scaling tests, real time is the 100μs length of the uniform random workload. Starting with 16 process, simulation of the 100μs workload takes a total of 1,640s for the 1M-node model and 73s for the 74K-node model. Therefore, at 16 processes, the models are 160 million and 7.3 million times slower than real-time execution. Following the curves in Figure 12 (b), the best performance for both models is achieved at 128 nodes where the simulations are 20 million and 1.2 million times slower than real-time execution. In order to improve analysis and development of future network systems, it's vital to improve the execution time of these models to more closely approach real-time execution and allow for simulation of much longer workloads in a reasonable amount of time.
Discrete Event Simulation Analysis
In order to understand the performance of the slim fly model within the context of the underlying discrete event simulation engine, this section sheds light on the tasks during which the model spends the majority of its clock cycles. Figure 13 presents four area plots showing the distribution of time the 74K-node slim fly model simulation spends in each phase of the ROSS discrete event computation when using optimistic or conservative event scheduling protocols. Again, this study utilizes the same 220μs virtual time simulation using minimal routing under uniform random traffic with an increasing number of MPI ranks (PEs). Focusing first on the time spent per node in the optimistic execution, we see in Figure 13 (a) that the slim fly model scales well, roughly cutting its total time spent in the compute tasks in half for each doubling of MPI ranks allocated. Moving on to Figure 13(b) , we see that the total time to completion stays fairly constant with a slow upward trend in response to increasing MPI rank counts. The distribution of computation by task starts off at 2 ranks spending the majority of the time making forward progress processing events. This trend is consistent regardless of the number of MPI ranks utilized. In addition, the distribution of time spent in each aspect of the simulation stays constant for optimistic scheduling as the number of MPI processes increases. This denotes an ideal distribution of events to LPs, and even further, an ideal distribution of LPs to PEs. This characteristic allows the simulation to scale strongly as there is an equal amount of work for each processor, preventing the case where some processors have less work. Less work causes the PE to advance its local time further than the global virtual time. The result is a much higher chance of processing an event out of order and forcing a large number of primary and secondary rollbacks.
Note, at 16 ranks, there is a unique drop in total compute time. Using 16 ranks appears to be the sweet spot balancing the tradeoffs of the default parameters of GVT-interval = 16 and batch = 16, which allows each processing element to freely execute events far enough in the future without getting too far ahead of others and computing events out of timestamp order. Moving above 16 ranks, time spent computing GVT increases as it takes more time to synchronize global time across the growing number of processes. Also, starting at 32 ranks, the time processing rollbacks increases, which indicates that our load distribution per rank is varying, due to less total work available per node. All in all, the slim fly model excels under optimistic event scheduling.
In conservative event scheduling using a lookahead value of 1 and starting with 2 MPI ranks, we see a large portion of the slim fly model compute cycles spent in GVT. Unlike optimistic scheduling where each PE can maintain its own local time and process events accordingly, conservative execution forces all PEs to maintain the same virtual time, essentially executing in a semilockstep manner. This event scheduling guarantees that no messages are processed out of order, but it requires more interaction from GVT, and as shown in Figure 13 (c) results in processors being blocked from productive event processing. Moving from 2 to 8 MPI ranks, the execution time decreases because there is enough work per processor to keep busy between each execution of GVT but at the same time performing GVT computation slightly rises. At 16 MPI ranks, the amount of work available for the number of processes decreases to the point that GVT must intervene more often to keep the processes in order, so we experience a large increase in GVT cycles. As the number of MPI processes increases, so does the number of PEs the event scheduler must keep locked at the same virtual time. This situation inevitably leads to PEs sitting idle waiting for GVT to advance the time window.
RELATED WORK
Significant research has been done in simulating large-scale network interconnects. The IBM-ETH collaborative slim fly model used in this work for validation leverages the Venus simulation framework (Kathareios et al. 2015) . Venus is an OMNET++ based discrete event network simulator. The Venus framework provides packet-level granularity with support for multiple network topologies (Minkenberg and Rodriguez 2009) , but it has not been shown to achieve the ability to execute extreme-scale networks of the size presented in this work.
The Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) combines multiple discrete event components to provide network simulation capabilities. SST supports many different hardware components in addition to interconnects such as memory and processors (Rodrigues et al. 2011) . Groves et al. (2016) have used SST to study power and performance of Dragonfly networks at the scale of 110K nodes. However, SST only uses a conservative distance-based approach for event scheduling, while ROSS also provides optimistic scheduling.
Booksim, a cycle-accurate network simulation framework, was used by the developers of the slim fly topology for studying network performance in response to synthetic traffic workloads (Kim et al. 2008) . Booksim also has support for multiple network topologies and has been shown to scale up to large-scale networks. However, Booksim is a serial execution framework and has been shown to have a slow execution time in comparison to CODES (Mubarak et al. 2012) . Acun et al. (2015) present TraceR, a tool that replays the BigSim application traces on top of CODES network models. TraceR provides the ability to test CODES network models under realworld production application workloads. In contrast, our work simulates synthetic uniform random and worst-case traffic workloads. Since the TraceR tool has been interfaced with the CODES and ROSS frameworks, it can be experimented with on the slim fly model. Liu et al. (2015) demonstrate the effectiveness of applying the fat tree interconnect to large data centers. The work focuses on the ability of fat tree networks to perform well under data center applications at large scale. Unlike our work that currently focuses on HPC workloads, their work focuses on workloads approximating the Hadoop MapReduce model.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we presented a slim fly network simulator developed using CODES and the parallel discrete event simulation framework ROSS. Having implemented minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing algorithms specific to the slim fly model, we validated the effectiveness of those routing methods under uniform random and worst-case synthetic traffic workloads. The results of the slim fly model have been verified by using published results from Kathareios et al. (2015) .
Furthermore, the slim fly network model has been shown to scale in network size from 3,042-and 73,926-node systems, inspired by the future Summit and Aurora supercomputers, to a million-node system topology. Simulation of the extreme-scale slim fly network has confirmed peak network throughput at 100% injection using a well-balanced uniform random traffic workload. Additionally, strong scaling of the simulator's parallel compute performance for both 74K and 1M compute node models has resulted in 6.8× and 8.3× speedups in runtime, respectively, given an 8× increase in compute power. Using the same models, we have also shown that optimistic event scheduling is up 65× faster than conservative with 8× more compute power.
Evaluation studies were also presented in this work to quantify slim fly network response to real DOE application communication workloads under minimal, nonminimal, and adaptive routing algorithms. Testing Crystal Router, a synchronization-heavy application, we see the path length has the biggest effect on packet latency and so minimal routing provides the best performance with a 3.1% improvement in simulation time over second-best adaptive. The Multigrid application, with its bursty phases of message transfers, improves simulation time with the adaptive routing approach by 6.7% over minimal routing. Overall, the selection of more complex slim fly routing protocols, such as nonminimal and adaptive, does not demonstrate a real performance benefit over simple minimal routing for practical workloads-certainly not as much as it would for other topologies like dragonfly .
Finally, while we have shown that simulation of a slim fly network of 74K compute nodes is still 1.2 million times slower than real-time execution, the model provides a powerful analysis capability that is difficult to reproduce with analytical tools (i.e., running application traces) or with real hardware implementations because such slim fly deployments do not currently exist. For future work, we will look to reduced modeling approaches that will improve the real-time execution rate without greatly diminishing the accuracy.
